The purpose of this appendix is to further explain Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), the vector-field equivalent of linear regression, and to compare how this differs from scalar linear regression. The goal of CCA is to determine the strength of linear correlation between a set of predictor variables and a set of response variables. We use the specific example of a CCA analysis of the peak hip angle (predictor variable) versus the {HM,VL} vector (response variable).
The result of this CCA is presented below in figure SA.1. The SPM{χ 2 } trajectory indicates the magnitude of the canonical correlation between the peak hip angle and the {HM,VL} vector. The maximum canonical correlation occurs at time=49% though the relationship is significant between 43-56% and 78-81% time. The linear relationships between peak hip angle versus HM and peak hip angle versus VL at time=49% are shown in the second column. At this time instance, the relationship between peak hip angle and HM is weak (r=-0.125) but with VL is good (r=0.501). So why is the maximum canonical correlation most 
